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Bloco Fogo Committee Meeting 
 

Monday 8 February 2010 
 

Committee Members Present: 
Kim Fletcher – Chairman  
Jan Millen – Treasurer  
Phil Wond –Secretary  
Dan Noyek – Assistant Mestre 
Alex Mann – Musical Director 

Matt Green – Mestre  
Jon Hurst - Secretary 
Roy Wareham  
Lisa Bolden 
Dave Murray 

 
Apologies: 
Geoff Powers – Treasurer 
 
Agenda: 
1. Assistant Mestre for Tunbridge Wells 

2. Training DVD 

3. Anniversary – 10 years of Bloco Fogo 

4. Costume 

5. Overall ‘look’ 

Bags 
Lights 
Stepping & Choreography 
Flags & Banners 

6. Drums 

Stock take 
Surdo Skins 
Painting & Stickering 

7. Website 

 

1. Assistant Mestre for Tunbridge Wells 

Discussion around the role of the Assistant mestre in the band.  Ultimately up to the 
mestre how they want the role to work – suggested they would circulate amongst the 
band to assist the sections.  Aware that not everyone wants to be corrected, so 1:1 focus 
may not be appropriate. 
Alex suggested Dan; Dan’s happy to do it, if he gets the opportunity to build up his 
experience on the various instruments. 
Dots are almost finished! 
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2. Training DVD 

Idea of a DVD of a reduced band running through the tunes, with the mestre inset in the 
corner to show the corresponding breaks.  Discussion around the purpose of the DVD- 
agreed that it is for training purposes rather than marketing; specifically around the breaks 
& tunes. 
Agreed that additional rehearsals would be required in advance to make the most of the 
filming time- Alex suggested at least 4hrs. 

3. Anniversary – 10 years of Bloco Fogo 

Discussion around how to mark the occasion – i.e. DVD with interviews of past & present 
band members, photo album…Agreed the best idea was a CD with a special ‘anniversary 
edition’ inlay booklet; to include photos from the last 10 years, quotes etc… 
We are still asked for our CD at gigs so this could be something we sell to recoup some of 
the costs.   
Suggested that to get the sound quality we could use the recording from the training DVD, 
plus add a few tracks of the whole band playing together. 

4. Costume 

Agreed to create a costume sub-committee who will make recommendations to the 
committee via Jan.   
It makes sense to redesign now while the coats are due for replacement, although any 
changes must take into account that we have a strong image which has brought in 
bookings (‘evolution not revolution’!). 
Alex & Dave have potential contacts for making new costume. 
 
Further discussion required around what is ‘sacrosanct’ e.g. 

 Red/ Yellow colours 

 Corporate image 

 The stripe 

 Headdress 

 Fishpants 

 Everyone has to wear the same to maintain commonality  
 

Aim of the sub-committee: 

 Identify problems with the current costume that need to be addressed  

 Look at the idea of band members keeping hold of their own costume (problems of 
colour fade, forgetting at gigs…) 

 
5. Overall ‘look’ 

Bags 

Dave mentioned at the AGM how untidy the bags looked in videos. 
Agreed that we ALL need to keep our image in mind – bags should be put in a line / 
hidden behind and tidy! If visible (e.g. the tams) make sure the logos are facing forward. 
 

Lights 

Agree lighting the person rather than drums looks better visually – bright LEDs look best. 
Front row should have wrist lights, everyone else to have chain of lights for the body.  
Coloured /flashing lights for inside drums only. 
Everyone to be issued their own lights and to take responsibility for bringing them along to 
gigs.  Lisa suggested keeping a list of who’s been issued with lights.   
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Stepping & Choreography 

Can sometimes miss the breaks on side to side moves.  Agree that moves are open to 
improvement- not set in stone. 
Mandy raised at the AGM that it can be difficult to do the steps all the way through the 
tunes- can we just do them for the breaks for more of an impact? 
It was suggested that the clapping session is also a good opportunity to practice the 
steps. 
Dave & Lisa suggested that simple, strong moves would be easier for new people / 
people who’ve missed a few practices to pick up, and therefore would look more effective 
than complicated moves not done ‘properly’. 
All agreed we should start with simple choreography and build on it once we’ve mastered 
the basics. 

Flags & Banners 

Dave highlighted how effective flags look in parades- adds height, attracts attention.  All 
agreed we should encourage flag bearers at gigs as they’re an important part of the look 
of the band, also an opportunity for someone to promote the band by giving out flyers.  
Agreed flag bearers don’t have to be band members- encourage friends / relatives / kids 
to get involved!  

6. Drums 

Stock take 

Quite a few people take home and look after band instruments– we need to get a view of 
who has what. 
 

Surdo Skins 

Kim asked if the skins on the surdos could be trimmed where there is a lot of black 
showing as it looks untidy. Discussion around changing to red/ yellow skins, although 
because of the cost of the material it would need to be done as they break- which would 
be years! 

Painting & Stickering 

To keep the drums looking smart we need to look at recovering the drums in band 
colours. 
Options: 

1. Fabric. Pros: Cheaper than spraying/stickering, easier to make ourselves, can be 
removed (selling drums/ playing in other bands), new drums can be covered 
quickly, can make pockets to hold sticks/flyers etc. Cons: workshops aren’t long 
enough to make covers, ties look tatty, can slip down, not as durable. 

2. Stickering. Pros: Could be cheaper than spraying, Cons, more difficult to repair if 
scratched/torn, time lag in covering if a new drum is bought. 

3. Spray Painting: Pros: durable, easier to touch up than stickering, Cons, prepping 
for spraying time consuming / difficult to coordinate, time lag in covering if a new 
drum is bought, snares would be difficult to spray. 

7. Website 

Discussed the need to update the website regarding Horns & Dancers, and potentially 
add a section re Corporate band.   
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ACTIONS: 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who 

2 Mestre’s to discuss & confirm the brief for the Training DVD: 

 2 camera’s, to be mixed 

 Names of the tunes & breaks to be added. 

 Include ‘frequently used’ rhythms, claves & steps? 

 8/9 tunes? 

 Playing fast or slow? 

 With or without moves? 

 Output- i.e. 90min DVD? 

 Close up on individual instruments, or bateria as a whole? 

 Sound quality? (potentially use for Anniversary CD) 

AM/ 
MG/ 
DN 

2 Once brief is agreed, send out to any contacts for quotes (Alex & Jon 
have contacts) 

ALL 

2 All to investigate any potential venues – at least 1 days hire required  ALL 

3 Lisa to start collating images, history of the band, memories etc for the 
inlay booklet.  

LB 

4 Jan to arrange a bead workshop in March JM 

4 Jan to arrange a Costume sub-committee meeting JM 

5 Roy to order more lights RW 

5 Kim to follow up the possibility of rehearsing in a mirrored room at the 
Camden Centre. 

KF 

5 Dave to purchase large Red & Yellow flags. DM 

6 Alex to start logging Tunbridge Wells instruments on Tuesday nights – 
who has what. 

AM 

6 All to contact anyone they know who has left the band and still has an 
instrument. 

ALL 

6 Surdo skins to be trimmed where possible (leaving enough to be able 
to tighten!) 

ALL 

6 Dave to get quotes for respraying drums.  DM 

7 Dan to update the website to remove references in the text to Horns & 
Dancers (include dancers as an additional option for gigs) 

DN 

7 Alex to speak to Pip about coming to a practice with dancers AM 

7 Lisa to tidy up Facebook pages- Page for fans (advertising/ promotion), 
Group for members only. 

LB 

 
 

Next Meeting TBC – due early May. 
 


